I. Let us say that A is a uni/orm algebra on X provided that A is a point separating, uniformly closed subalgebra of Q(X) which contains the constants. The space X is assumed to be a compact Hausdorff space. In this note we establish the following result.
Theorem. Let A be a uni/orm algebra on X and E a closed subset 0/ X.
I/ReA\E=eR(E),thenA\E=e(E).
This result should be compared with two theorems which appear in the literature. One of these, due to Wermer [W] , states that i/A is a uni/orm algebra on X such that Re A is an algebra, then A = Q(X). The other, due to Hoffman and Wermer [HW] (see also [B] ) says that i/ A is a uni/orm algebra on X, then A = Q(X) i/ Re A is closed in Qr(X). Either of these results applied to (A\E)~ implies that if Re A\E = Qr(E), then A\E is dense in Q(E). However, our result does not seem to be a direct consequence of these facts.
The theorem has as a corollary a result which generalizes the Hoffman-Wermer theorem.
Corollary. Let A be a uni/orm algebra on X. 1/ EEX is a closed set such that Re A \ E is closed in Qr(E), then A \ E = Q(E).
Proof of the corollary.
Thus, the result of Hoffman and Wermer implies that (A \ E)~= G(E). Consequently Re A \ E is dense in Qr(E), and since, by hypothesis, it is closed, we have that Re A\E=Qr(E).
The theorem now implies that A\E=e(E).
II. Proof of the Theorem. By a result of Glicksberg [G, Corollary 3 .2], we have that A\E = Q(E) if and only if there is a constant C such that \\pe\\ ^C\\pec\\ whenever p. is a complex regular Borel measure on X which annihilates A. Here ps denotes the restriction of p. to E, Ec the complement of E in X.
Suppose no such constant C exists so that for n= 1, 2, 3, • • • there exists a measure p.n orthogonal to A which satisfies (1) HmeII > n\\uE<\\.
From this assumption we will derive a contradiction. We may assume that ||jub||=1.
Let p= 2»-i 2~"|m"| • Then L°° = L°°(jt) is a commutative Banach algebra with identity under the essential supremum norm and the almost everywhere pointwise operations. Define B to be the algebra of pointwise limits of a.e. [p] convergent bounded sequences in A, and let H" denote the norm closure of B in Lx. This is not the usual definition of H"; it was devised so that Hx is a closed subalgebra of Lx containing A and having the important property that each jun annihilates it.
Since the map /->Re /| E from A to Ck(£) is real-linear, continuous, and onto, the open mapping theorem guarantees the existence of a constant & such that if gGCjs(-E), there is/G^4 with Re/|£ = g and ll/Hx^Ci||g||£. From this, it follows that Re H°°\ E=L%\ E and in fact that Re B\E = L%\E. Let gEL%\E. There exists a bounded sequence {gn}C6fl(iE) with gn->g a.e. [p.] on E. Then there is a bounded sequence {/"}C^4 with Refn\E = gn. The sequence {/"} is then a bounded set in L2ip) and so, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that/* converges weakly to foEL2(p). The Let r denote the maximal ideal space of L°°. Then T is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space [H, pp. 169-171] and is, therefore, an P-space. (See [GJ] for a discussion of P-spaces and extremally disconnected spaces.) The Gelfand transform : A°°->C(r) is an isometric isomorphism with range the whole of Q(T), and under , Hx goes onto a closed subalgebra of (3(T). The set E corresponds to an open and closed subset E of V by means of £e = xb-Since Re Hx\E = Lr \E, we have that Re 6»\ E=eRiE). Applying either the result of Wermer or that of Hoffman and Wermer cited above, we may conclude that HX\E is dense in C(£). A result of Bade and Curtis [BC, Theorem 3.3] For large values of «, (2) is inconsistent with (1), so we have derived a contradiction and established the theorem. Added in Proof.
The generalization of Wermer's result [W] analogous to our corollary is false without some sort of additional hypothesis.
For let X denote the closed unit disc in the complex plane, A the subalgebra of C(X) consisting of functions analytic on the interior of X, E the intersection of X with the real axis. Then A \ E is symmetric, hence Re A\E is closed under multiplication, but A\E^C(E).
